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This thesis discusses the management of the acquisition
of the Fleet Satellite Communications Satellite (FLTSATCOM)
Qualification Model for the Naval Postgraduate School. The
preparations, scheduling, and accomplishment of the delivery
and the efforts required to establish the FLTSATCOM labora-
tory are discussed. The interaction between the Naval
Postgraduate School, various government agencies, and the
FLTSATCOM prime contractor necessary to accomplish the
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Fleet Satellite Communications (FLTSATCOM) spacecraft
are part of a worldwide Navy, Air Force, and Department of
Defense communications system. The spacecraft are deployed
in geostationary orbit and provide 23 communications chan-
nels in the 240 to 400 MHZ frequency band.[Ref. 1:p. 1]
The U.S. Navy manages the overall program, with the U.S.
Air Force Space Systems Division (USAF/SSD) acting as the
contracting agency for the space segment. TRW Inc. (TRW), is
the prime contractor for the satel 1 i te
.
[Ref . 2:p. 1]
The first satellite of this type manufactured was a
qualification model. This spacecraft was identical to the
flight spacecraft with the exception of thrusters, which
were not installed. It was built as a test platform to
validate the design and was made operational in 1975. Subse-
quently, eight FLTSATCOM satellites were launched (six
successfully) during the years of 1977 to 1989. The qualifi-




Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR), the
Navy office responsible for the management of the FLTSATCOM
program, recognized an opportunity to use the qualification
model for educational purposes at the Naval Postgraduate
1
School (NPS). The FLTSATCOM contract (FLTSATCOM Production
Qualification Model Contract F04701 -82-C-0007 ) between the
government and TRW was due to expire in June 1990. This
required all government property in TRW s possession (which
included the qualification model satellite) to be returned
to the government. Following consultations between SPAWAR
representatives and the Chairman of the Space Systems
Academic Group (SSAG) at NPS, a mutual decision was made to
transfer the qualification model to NPS for use in a labora-
tory to demonstrate the spacecraft's internal systems
(spacecraft bus). The communications package (payload)
components were to be made available for use to the maximum
extent possible without the installation of communications
security equi pment
.
[Ref . 4] Delivery was initially planned
to occur before expiration of the FLTSATCOM contract
[Ref. 3].
B. PROJECT DEFINITION
The transfer and setup of the FLTSATCOM qualification
model at NPS required the use of many skills practiced in
program management. Arrangements to accomplish the safe
delivery of the satellite and its ground support equipment
had to be made. Setup and testing of the satellite immedi-
ately after delivery to check its operability and provide
training of NPS personnel was also desired. The challenge
lay in coordinating the efforts of several government agen-
cies as well as a defense contractor to achieve these
objectives. The problems requiring solution are outlined in






The only suitable building on the campus of NPS with
enough room to hold the satellite and the ground support
equipment was Halligan Hall. It has a high bay area similar
to custom made satellite handling facilities used in indus-
try. However, the only available space within Halligan Hall
for the satellite was directly over a hydrodynamics flow
tank which is recessed into the floor of the lower level.
Figure 1 depicts the arrangement in Halligan Hall.
Consequently, installation of a floor over this tank
capable of holding the satellite and its ground support
equipment was necessary. Additionally, no electrical power
connections existed in the satellite's future location and
the area lacked any means (e.g., walls) to provide basic
physical security. These items would have to be installed.
2. Relocation
The equipment designed for handling FLTSATCOM satel-
lites had been used only in transfers from the TRW facility
in Redondo Beach, California to the Eastern Test Range ( ETR
)
in Florida. For these evolutions, the satellite was placed
in a specially designed transport vehicle and the ground
support equipment was loaded into air ride trucking vans.
The satellite was flown on a C-5 aircraft to ETR; the ground





















Figure 1 Halligan Hall
loaded and unloaded from the transport vehicle using
bridge cranes in high bay areas. The support equipment was
wheeled directly on and off the trucking van from loading
docks located in the buildings at TRW and ETR.[Ref. 3]
For the transfer to NPS, a means of transporting
the satellite in its transport vehicle from TRW to Halligan
Hall needed to be arranged. The feasibility of using a C-5
aircraft to deliver the satellite to a location near NPS had
to be investigated, as well as the towing of the satellite
transport vehicle from the C-5 arrival point to Halligan
Hall .
The bridge crane within Halligan Hall was too low to
unload the satellite. Therefore, a method of safely removing
the satellite from the transport vehicle and moving it into
Halligan Hall had to be devised. Additionally, no loading
dock or elevator system existed within Halligan Hall. Since
the satellite and its support equipment were to be placed in
the lower level, and the only building access is in the
upper level, a means of lowering the satellite as well as




The satellite and the majority of its ground support
equipment was owned by the government. The transfer of
custody of these components to NPS could be accomplished
using well established administrative procedures. However,
the majority of the components on the satellite were
classified. This precluded the transfer since the area in
Halligan Hall for the satellite laboratory could not be con-
figured to meet security requirements.
Additionally, some ground support equipment
essential to the operation of the satellite was owned by
TRW. Either a means of legally acquiring this equipment from
TRW had to be found, or the identification and purchase of
acceptable substitutes accomplished.
4. Contractor Support
The expertise in handling and operating the qualifi-
cation model lay exclusively with TRW personnel. The amount
of support to be expected from TRW in delivering and setting
up the spacecraft and the ground support equipment for
operation in Halligan Hall had to be determined. Additional-
ly, obtaining the maximum amount of training for NPS
personnel in operating the satellite was desirable.
Solving these problems was essentially a twofold
process. First, all actions which needed to be accomplished
had to be specified in detail. This involved determining
what requirements had to be met, taking into consideration
the potential for problems arising due to the uniqueness of
the situation. Second, decisions as to when these actions
were to be accomplished and by what organizations had to be
made. This required setting deadlines, establishing
priorities, and assigning responsibilities for the organiza-
tions involved in supporting the project.
This process was the essence of the project. Chapter
II describes the actions which had to be accomplished to
allow movement of the qualification model to NPS and its
initial operation in Halligan Hall. Chapter III describes
the scheduling process and assignment of responsibility for
the activities detailed in Chapter II. Chapter IV critiques
the accomplishment of these actions.
II. PREPARATIVE ACTIONS
This chapter discusses the problems requiring solution
to allow transfer and operation of the satellite.
A. FACILITY
Substantial modifications to Halligan Hall were required
to allow establishment of a satellite laboratory. The most
easily solved issues were the installation of a floor over
the hydrodynamics tank and walls around the satellite loca-
tion in the lower level. A more difficult problem proved to
be providing electrical power.
1 . Floor and Wal Is
The design of the floor to be built over the hydro-
dynamics tank was based on the weight of the equipment to be
placed on it. The total weight of the satellite and ground
support equipment is 15472 pounds. The weights of the satel-
lite and ground support equipment components are provided in
Appendix A.[Ref. 1:p. 6; Ref . 5] The area to be covered by
the floor measured 25.5 feet by 16 feet, yielding 409 square
feet. Considering the weight and the area of floor to be
installed, the minimum allowable strength for the design is
37.8 pounds per square foot. A contract was made by the NPS
Public Works Department with CHK Enterprises, Inc., to design
and install the floor for $16000. The floor type selected
was of solid core plywood construction with 4 inch by 8 inch
8
supports beneath. This floor type is capable of holding up
to 100 pounds per square foot. A Masonite surface was re-
quested to ensure the equipment wheels would not indent the
floor. [Ref. 6; Ref . 7]
Based on the experience gained from visits to the
TRW facility containing the satellite, a plan was made to
specify the equipment arrangement and the minimum total
floor area (which included the floor to be installed over
the hydrodynamics tank) required for the laboratory. This
plan determined the location of the walls. Figure 2 illus-
trates the final floor plan.
2. Power Installation
As stated previously, no electrical power service
was located in the area in which the satellite was to be
placed. Appendix A lists the power requirements of the
ground support equipment. The satellite itself receives
power from the Power Console via the Inflight Jumper
Simulator. [Ref . 8]
Investigation of the existing wiring of Halligan
Hall determined that all available 220 volt and 110 volt
circuits were fully loaded, precluding direct hookup of the
equipment. Halligan Hall did have additional 440 volt power
capacity available from its 750 kilovolt ampere ( KVA ) input
transformer. Figure 2 also illustrates the electrical ar-
rangement in Halligan Hall. This power source could provide







































Figure 2 Laboratory Floor Plan
and Electrical Supply
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system were installed. However, consultations with the NPS
Public Works Department determined that there was insuffi-
cient time and funds available to accomplish this
installation prior to satellite del i very
.
[Ref . 9]
Since operation of the satellite immediately after
delivery was a desired goal, another means of supplying
power to the ground support equipment had to be identified.
Consultation with TRW determined that the ground support
equipment was normally powered from two Power Distribution
Units (PDU's), which use a 440 volt power input. One PDU
could be modified to provide the necessary electrical power
to all of the ground support equipment. TRW offered to
include this item, with the modification completed, as part
of the TRW owned equipment to be donated. TRW was also to
include in the donation a connection box which allows PDU
attachment to a standard 440 volt circuit breaker
.
[Ref . 10]
Figure 2 shows how the PDU connection to the electrical
system of Halligan Hall was made. Donation of TRW equipment
is discussed later in this chapter.
Once the offer of a PDU was made, there only needed
to be a 440 volt power source installed to service the
FLTSATCOM laboratory. Installation of a 440 volt line from
the 750 KVA transformer prior to the delivery of the satel-
lite was ruled out by the NPS Publics Works Department due
to time constraints and lack of materials [Ref. 11].
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The option of connecting a temporary cable to an exist-
ing 440 volt circuit was explored. A 70 ampere circuit
normally used to provide power to a Material Testing Machine
was selected as a viable alternative [Ref. 11]. Based upon
the operational experience of TRW personnel, this current
capacity was sufficient to provide the power necessary for
operating the ground support equipment when only powering
the spacecraft bus [Ref. 12]. Since payload operation was
not desired initially, this was acceptable. Accommodation by
the NPS Aeronautics and Astronautics Department personnel
responsible for the operation of the Material Testing Ma-
chine was arranged to allow hookup of the PDU immediately
prior to satellite delivery [Ref. 13]. Coordination with the
NPS Public Works Department was conducted to ensure timely
installation of the temporary power connection, including
the PDU connection box [Ref. 11; Ref. 14].
B. DELIVERY
1 . Satel 1 i te
a. Transportation
The method for transporting FLTSATCOM satellites
to ETR for launch had always been a C-5 aircraft with the
satellite housed in its transport vehicle. At a meeting held
on 1 December 1989, the best method to accomplish delivery
of the satellite was discussed. TRW, NPS, Navy Space Systems
Activity (NSSA), and USAF/SSD representatives to this meet-
ing agreed that the optimum course of action was to attempt
12
to arrange delivery by C-5 into Monterey Peninsula Airport.
This is the nearest air facility to NPS. Delivery by truck
was ruled out because the transport vehicle is limited to
five miles per hour with the satellite on board, making this
option prohibitively long and expensive. An additional
complication was due to the transport vehicle's width of 12
feet 3 inches, which classifies it as a wide load. Wide
loads are required to travel during periods of darkness with
escort vehicles on California h i ghways . [ Ref . 15; Ref . 16]
These conclusions were confirmed at a meeting held at TRW on
30 Mar 1990 [Ref. 17; Ref. 18].
To arrange for the acceptance of the C-5 air-
craft into Monterey Peninsula Airport, liaison was made with
the Operations Manager of the airport and the Airport Mili-
tary Liaison at Fort Ord Operations and Plans. Agreement was
reached that the airport would configure the runway and
taxiways shortly before delivery to permit use by a C-5.
Specifically, since the aircraft's wings would extend beyond
the edges of the runway and taxiways, all landing lights and
taxiway signs would be dismantled prior to arrival of the
aircraft to prevent engine damage. Additionally, the mili-
tary ramp located on the north side of the airport would be
made available to allow unloading of the cargo. Figure 3 de-
picts the arrangement of Monterey Peninsula Airport. The




























Figure 3 Transfer Route
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transport vehicle. Therefore, the transport vehicle was to
be towed across the runway and taxiways to a south service
gate. Airport operation was to cease during this
period. [Ref. 19; Ref . 20] Arrangements with the NPS security
police were made to supply escort vehicles for the transport
vehicle from the airport to NPS [Ref. 21]
Once the transport vehicle was clear of the air-
port, it would be towed via Garden Road and Mark Thomas
Boulevard to Sloat Avenue, where it would enter Parking Lot
R of NPS. Figure 3 also illustrates the transfer route. The
entire path was verified clear of vertical obstructions to
allow passage of the transport vehicle. A minimum height of
14 feet was required [Ref. 15]. Liaison with the Monterey
Police department, which has jurisdiction over these roads,
was established to obtain approval for towing the transport
vehicle [Ref. 22]. Since these roads are not California
state highways, a California Transportation Department
(CALTRANS) permit was not required. CALTRANS was consulted
to ensure the weight limit of the Highway 68 overpass on
Mark Thomas Boulevard would not be exceeded. The weight of
the transport vehicle with the satellite on board is 18400
pounds, well within the limit of 80000 pounds specified for
the overpass. [Ref . 17; Ref. 23]
The intermediate dolly would accompany the
satellite on the C-5. It would be used to tow the satellite
from Parking Lot R to Halligan Hall. The intermediate dolly
15
was to be loaded onto a flatbed truck using a forklift at
the airport, taken to NPS, and unloaded. [Ref . 17; Ref . 24]
Once the satellite was removed, the transport
vehicle would be disposed of locally. This was planned since
the transport vehicle, less the wheels, was government owned
and scheduled for disposal by TRW at the conclusion of the
FLTSATCOM contract. Sending it back to TRW would require
keeping the C-5 at Monterey Peninsula Airport until delivery
of the satellite to NPS was complete, resulting in addition-
al cost to the government since another flight crew would
have to be scheduled to meet air crew rest rules. [Ref. 17]
To accomplish disposal of the transport vehicle,
arrangements were made through NPS Property Management
Division to dispose of it through the Fort Ord Property
Disposal Office [Ref. 25], The transport vehicle was to be
towed via Highway 68 to the East Garrison gate of Fort Ord,
which enters directly into the Property Disposal area. This
would require obtaining a permit from CALTRANS providing an
exception to allow daytime wide load towing on Highway 68, a
state highway. This route was also checked for sufficient
vertical clearance. Arrangements were made with Fort Ord
security for special access to the East Garrison gate, which
is normally not used. Escorts for the transport were to be
provided by NPS security. Once the transport vehicle ar-
rived at Fort Ord, the wheels would be removed and returned
to TRW. [Ref. 26] Two weeks prior to delivery, the Commanding
16
General of the 22nd Air Force decided the risk to the C-5
aircraft in performing this peacetime mission was unaccept-
able and directed cancellation of the flight delivering the
satellite. This evaluation was based on experience gained
from C-5 operations at Monterey Peninsula Airport during
Operation Just Cause (Panama invasion). Consequently,
USAF/SSD tasked TRW with loading the entire transport vehi-
cle, without its wheels, onto an air ride flatbed. This
flatbed would then be towed directly from TRW to NPS at
normal highway speed, permitting the night time wide load
towing requirement to be met. Concern existed at TRW for
potential damage to the satellite since no other FLTSATCOM
satellite had been handled in such a manner. However, the
nearest alternate airstrip capable of receiving a C-5 was
Moffett Field, and the towing time for the transport vehicle
from that point was estimated to be 12 hours using state
highways. The requirement to tow at night would have been
difficult to meet and the cost of a C-5 flight coupled with
a lengthy tow was determined to be prohibitive. Therefore,
USAF/SSD, in conjunction with NSSA, made the decision to
proceed with delivery using ground transport even though it
was an untested method. The route for movement was checked
for sufficient vertical clearance. The intermediate dolly
was to be shipped on the flatbed carrying the transport
vehicle. [Ref. 27; Ref . 28]
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Once the satellite and intermediate dolly were
unloaded, the transport vehicle would then be taken on the
flatbed to Fort Ord Disposal and lifted off by forklifts at
the disposal site. Local disposal was still desirable to
avoid the cost of towing the transport vehicle back to
TRW.[Ref. 27]
b. Unload
The method of unloading the satellite at the
school was agreed upon by representatives of NPS and TRW at
a meeting held at NPS on 8 May 1990. To remove the satellite
from the transport vehicle, a crane with a 4000 pound mini-
mum lift capability and a hook height of at least 38 feet
was required [Ref. 26; Ref . 29: p. 8]. This was necessary due
to the method of removal, which is illustrated in Figure 4.
The crane is attached to the top of the satellite hoisting
sling using a spacer bar with a hydraset, and then the
entire assembly lifted and rotated until vertical. At this
point, the combined height of the transport vehicle, hoist-
ing sling, spacer bar, and hydraset is 38 feet. The hoisting
sling is then disconnected from the transport vehicle at its
base and the entire assembly lifted off. The satellite is
placed on an adapter to allow switching to a lifting sling.
The satellite is then lifted onto the intermediate dolly to
allow towing. [Ref. 26]
The bridge crane in Halligan Hall had a maximum













Top of transport vehicle
is lifted off
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Satellite is placed on
Intermediate Dolly
Figure 4 Satellite Unloading
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the satellite. Therefore, it was decided that a mobile crane
positioned in Parking Lot R would be used to remove the
satellite from the transport vehicle and to place it on the
intermediate dolly. The satellite could then be towed into
Halligan Hall. Once there, it would be lowered into the
lower level of Halligan Hall using the 7500 pound capacity
bridge crane. [Ref. 26]
Essential to this plan was the identification of
a suitable mobile crane. The crane normally available from
NPS Public Works Department was determined to be mechanical-
ly unsound and beyond economical repair due to leaking
hydraulic cylinder seals [Ref. 30]. An acceptable crane was
located at Fort Ord Directorate of Housing/Operations and
Maintenance Division. This crane has a 120 foot hydraulical-
ly extendible boom rated at 20 tons and the capability of
operating at a very slow rate of cable advance. This crane
was inspected by TRW personnel and its characteristics
verified with the crane manufacturer (Grove, Inc.) to ensure
its suitability. Its boom length would allow extension over
the transport vehicle with sufficient hook height to raise
the satellite. Arrangements were made by NPS with the Fort
Ord office responsible for the crane to have it available
for the unloading evolution. [Ref . 26]
Additional preparations necessary to accommodate
delivery of the satellite included:
1. Clearing the necessary area in Parking Lot R to allow
accomplishment of the unloading operation [Ref. 21].
20
2. Adjustment of the crane stop on the bridge crane in
Halligan Hall. The hook height at which the stop turned
off the crane motor was determined to be 21.5 feet. A
minimum of 23 feet was required to lift the satellite
off the intermediate dolly. [Ref. 26; Ref. 31]
3. Removal of a section of safety fence in the first level
of Halligan Hall, since the bridge crane hook height of
23 feet would not be high enough to lift the satellite
over it [Ref. 32].
2. Ground Support Equipment
At the meeting at NPS on 8 May 1990, it was agreed
that the delivery of the ground support equipment would be
accomplished using standard trucking vans prior to delivery
of the satellite. This would allow setup of the ground
support equipment before satellite arrival
.
[Ref . 26]
To allow positioning of the ground support equipment
in Halligan Hall, a means to lower the equipment from the
upper level to the lower level had to be devised. After
considering several alternatives, the conclusion was reached
that the best method would be to construct a platform capa-
ble of holding and lifting the ground support equipment with
the bridge crane in Halligan Hall. The platform was to be
designed for 5000 pounds capacity and tested to 2500 pounds
load. This amount was based on the 2500 pound weight of the
heaviest ground support component (the Telemetry, Tracking,
and Command Console) and gave a 100% margin in design and a
full load test prior to actual use. Additionally, a ramp
that would allow rolling the equipment on and off the plat-
form would be built. [Ref. 26]
21
C. CLASSIFIED SATELLITE COMPONENTS
As mentioned previously, Halligan Hall could not be
configured to safeguard the satellite as a classified item.
The means of resolving this issue will now be described.
1 . Communications Security Components
Those items that provide communications security
(COMSEC) are required to be classified by the National
Security Agency instruction NACSI 4003 [Ref. 33:p. 9] .
Declassification of the COMSEC items was not an op-
tion. All of these components, except the KIR-23 decrypters
and ultrahigh frequency (UHF) command decoder, are associat-
ed with payload operation and are not required to operate
the spacecraft bus. Removal of these items before delivery
was elected
.
[Ref . 34] The KIR-23 decrypters and UHF command
decoder are used to pass telemetry between the satellite and
the ground support equipment [Ref. 3]. To allow removal of
these components, the satellite was to be configured to
operate in an non-encrypted mode prior to transfer. This
would allow operation of the spacecraft bus with the only




2. General Service Classified Components
The classification of the remaining components,
with the exception of the Air Force Narrowband (AFNB) pro-
cessor, was due to the method used to provide nuclear
hardening. The AFNB processor is classified because it
22
contains anti-jam communications circuitry used in the
payload section
.
[Ref . 33:p. 3; Ref . 36]
Transfer of the AFNB processor to NPS was desired
since it could be used in a curriculum such as Electronic
Warfare. Removal of this item from the satellite and sepa-
rate shipment was elected to allow its acquisition. [Ref . 17]
A safe in Halligan Hall was obtained through the NPS Securi-
ty Manager to permit stowage near the laboratory.
Declassification of the remaining items was sought
since separate secure stowage would require installation and
removal in support of satellite operating periods. This
would not be practical due to the number of components
i nvol ved
.
The governing instruction directing classification
of these components was the Department of the Navy Security
Classification Guidance for Communications and Satellite
Programs (OPNAVINST S5513.6). The administration of this
instruction is the responsibility of the SPAWAR Radio Fre-
quency Communication Satellite Group [Ref. 37]. Consultation
with SPAWAR representatives determined that the next version
of this instruction (OPNAVINST S5513.6C) would delete the
need to classify components based on their nuclear shielding
[Ref. 38]. Liaison with USAF/SSD determined that once this
revised instruction was issued, a revision to the FLTSATCOM
Security Classification Guide could be issued by the Securi-
ty Police/Information Security Division component of their
23
office which would authorize declassification of the items.
In conjunction, USAF/SSD would issue a change to the




D. ACQUISITION OF TRW OWNED EQUIPMENT
The ground support equipment which was owned by TRW is
listed in Appendix B [Ref. 40]. Each of these components is
necessary to allow the operation of the satellite. At the
beginning of the project, TRW expressed a willingness to
donate all of the equipment except the PDU to NPS. Once the
need for the PDU was identified, TRW included this component
in the offer. [Ref. 41
]
To permit this donation, a means to accomplish it
without violating accepted standards of conduct in govern-
ment contracting had to be found. Since TRW is a major
defense contractor and NPS is a U.S. Navy organization, a
donation directly to the school could have the appearance of
an i nf racti on
.
[Ref . 42:p. 34] To avoid this, two options
existed. One possibility was donating the equipment to the
Secretary of the Navy. The other choice was to have TRW
donate the equipment to the NPS Foundation, Inc., a non-
profit organization whose purpose is to support the
school. [Ref. 43; Ref. 44] The decision to use the NPS Foun-
dation was made because this organization is located on
campus, allowing easier and more timely coordination.
24
An initial proposal was made to the NPS Foundation Gift
Committee by the Chairman of the SSAG [Ref. 45]. The NPS
Foundation Chairman, Gift Committee Chairman, and legal
counsel determined that a written offer by TRW to donate the
equipment was necessary to permit the NPS Foundation to
accept the donation. Once the equipment arrived, a formal
transfer of custody between TRW and the NPS Foundation
could then occur. [Ref. 46] To allow TRW to claim the dona-
tion for tax purposes, TRW required certification of the NPS
Foundation's tax exempt status [Ref. 47].
After delivery, the value of the equipment would be
assessed and the NPS Foundation would then make a bailment




E. SETUP AND INITIAL OPERATION
The setup and startup of the satellite in Halligan Hall
would require accomplishment of the following steps:
1. Installation of the power cable to the PDU connection
box
.
2. Connection of the cabling between the ground support
equipment components, including the connection of the
PDU to its connection box [Ref. 48:p. 28].
3. Validation of the operability of the ground support
equipment [Ref. 48:p. 28].
4. Connection of the ground support equipment to the
satellite [Ref. 48:pp. 28-29].
5. Satellite startup and testing [Ref. 48:p. 5].




III. SCHEDULING AND ASSIGNMENTS
Chapter II described the actions necessary to accomplish
the transfer of the satellite and establishment of the
FLTSATCOM laboratory. The determination of these require-
ments was relatively straightforward once the unique
circumstances of the project were evaluated. A more
difficult task was determining a schedule and assigning
responsibility for the completion of these actions.
The scheduling of preparative actions, delivery, and
setup was complicated by TRW's intention to use the qualifi-
cation model for a test of arcjet thrusters for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) prior to its
delivery to the school. Completion of this testing before
the FLTSATCOM contract expiration date of 20 June 1990 was
originally planned. At a meeting attended by representatives
of USAF/SSD, NSSA, SPAWAR , TRW, and NPS on 30 March 1990,
TRW forecasted that this completion date would not be
achieved due to a delay in receiving materials necessary for
the arcjet testing. Agreement was reached at this meeting
that an extension of the contract would not affect any
planned course offerings at NPS and that completion of the
arcjet test for NASA was desirable. Additionally, it was
agreed that regardless of the actual date of delivery, the
ground support equipment would be delivered approximately
26
two days prior to the satellite to allow its hookup and
validation to occur in preparation for satellite
testing. [Ref. 15; Ref . 17; Ref. 18]
An extension of the contract deadline was formally re-
quested by TRW [Ref. 40]. In response, the contract was
extended to 15 August 1990 by USAF/SSD [Ref. 49]. In consid-
eration of receiving the extension, TRW offered to provide
assistance in the initial setup and operation at NPS [Ref.
40] .
Based upon liaison between USAF/SSD, TRW, NSSA, and NPS
during the period of May to June 1990, the best estimate for
the earliest possible satellite delivery date was subse-
quently determined to be 1 August 1990. This estimate was
predicated upon the most optimistic schedule for the arcjet
testing at TRW. All preparative actions were planned based
upon this date for satellite del i very
.
[Ref . 26; Ref. 50]
A. PREPARATIVE ACTIONS
Figure 5 illustrates the sequence necessary for accom-
plishing all preparative actions to support delivery of the
satellite and the ground support equipment. Based upon the
estimated date for satellite delivery of 1 August 1990, the
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1 . Faci 1 ity
a. Floor
The floor installation was specified in the con-
tract with CHK Enterprises, Inc., to be complete by 1 June
1990. This would allow installation of walls prior to deliv-
ery of the satellite and ground support equipment. The
responsibility for initiating the contract and ensuring its
completion was given to the Laboratory Manager of Halligan





The erection and painting of the walls for the
laboratory was set to occur prior to 15 July 1990. This
assignment would normally have been given to the NPS Public
Works Department, which would have then initiated a con-
tract. However, the NPS Public Works Department could not
guarantee completion of the walls prior to delivery of the
satellite. Therefore, the decision was made to have the
walls built by members of the Aeronautics and Astronautics
Department and to have the painting accomplished by members





TRW agreed to a request by NPS to deliver the
PDU connection box two weeks prior to the arrival of the
ground support equipment [Ref. 52]. Installation of the PDU
29
connection box and the temporary cable could then occur
simultaneously, thereby minimizing the number of man hours
required. The temporary cable was not to be connected to the
supplying circuit breaker until one working day prior to
delivery of the ground support equipment, thereby allowing
use of the Material Testing Machine for the maximum amount
of time. Responsibility for the installation of the PDU
connection box and the temporary power cable was assigned to





The contracting for the transportation of the
satellite and the ground support equipment was to be done
approximately two weeks prior to delivery. USAF/SSD had the
overall contracting responsi bi 1 i ty . [Ref . 26]
TRW was contracted by USAF/SSD to arrange for
the trucks and air ride vans to ship the ground support
equipment [Ref. 54]. Three Way Van Lines was hired by TRW to
do so [Ref. 55]. When the decision was made to use ground
transport for the satellite as well, USAF/SSD added shipment
of the satellite to the contract with TRW [Ref. 54]. Three
Way Van Lines was also used by TRW to provide the air ride
flatbed for the satellite transport vehicle [Ref. 55]. The
loading of the equipment into the air ride vans and the
satellite into the transport vehicle/air ride flatbed combi-
nation was to occur immediately prior to departure. All
30
loading of the satellite, transport vehicle, and the ground
support equipment was to be accomplished by TRW personnel.
This arrangement for responsibility was part of the agree-




. 40] All CALTRANS permits
were the responsibility of Three Way Van Lines. Coordination
with CALTRANS was performed by NPS for the permit allowing
towing of the transport vehicle on Highway 68 to Fort Ord
Property Disposal during daylight [Ref. 55].
b . Loca 1 Del i very Preparations
The design, construction, and testing of the
platform and ramp to be used in lowering the ground support
equipment was assigned to the Laboratory Manager of Halligan
Hall [Ref. 26]. The clearing of Parking Lot R was to be
performed by NPS Security the day prior to delivery of the
ground support equipment. It would remain cleared until
satellite delivery was complete. [Ref . 21] The removal of the
section of railing in Halligan Hall and the adjustment of
the crane stop was assigned to the NPS Public Works Depart-
ment and was to be accomplished the day prior to satellite
del ivery [Ref. 32]
.
The crane was to be on station immediately prior
to delivery of the satellite. The operator of the crane
would be supplied by the Fort Ord Directorate of
Housing/Operations and Maintenance Division. The operator
31
was to be briefed by TRW personnel immediately prior to




a . Equ 7pmen t Remova 7
Removal of the COMSEC equipment and the AFNB
processor was to occur prior to the start of the arcjet
testing at TRW. This equipment removal would be done by TRW.
The shipment of the AFNB processor was to be accomplished by
TRW in conjunction with delivery of the ground support
equipment. TRW would maintain custody until arrival, at





No firm deadlines were set for the individual
steps necessary to declassify the remaining components
except to request each be done as soon as possible. The
completion of the entire series of steps was necessary
before satellite delivery. The revision to OPNAVINST S5513.6
was the responsibility of SPAWAR Radio Frequency Satellite
Communication Group and the change of the FLTSATCOM Security
Classification Guide that of USAF/SSD Security Police/Infor-
mation Security Division. USAF/SSD had the responsibility of
issuing a change to the FLTSATCOM contract to direct TRW to
declassify the satellite components. [Ref . 38; Ref. 39]
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4. TRW Donation
The steps necessary to allow the donation of TRW
owned equipment were also not assigned separate deadlines.
Completion of these actions was necessary prior to delivery
of the ground support equipment.
The written offer of the donation was the responsi-
bility of the TRW contracting department [Ref. 56]. The SSAG
office of NPS, in coordination with the office of the Super-
intendent, was required to accomplish the delivery of the
tax exempt certification of the NPS Foundation to TRW via
USAF/SSD.
B. DELIVERY, SETUP, AND INITIAL OPERATION
Figure 6 illustrates the sequence of events which were
scheduled to occur once delivery of the satellite and ground
support equipment was made. As discussed earlier, the ground
support equipment was to arrive in sufficient time to be
unloaded, connected, and validated to allow the immediate
connection of the satellite upon its arrival. The time
necessary for these steps was estimated to be three
days. [Ref. 17]
Since the same personnel would be responsible for un-
loading the ground support equipment and the satellite, TRW
desired that both occur in the same calendar week to mini-
mize the time these personnel were in Monterey [Ref. 18].
Therefore, delivery of the ground support equipment was
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delivery. This would help ensure completion of both unload-
ing evolutions in the same week if any delay in satellite
delivery occurred. Given this consideration, a delivery date
of 30 July 1990 was set for the ground support equipment




1. Ground Support Equipment Delivery
The unloading of the equipment from the truck was
the responsibility of TRW [Ref. 40]. The lowering of this
equipment into the lower level of Halligan Hall was the
responsibility of the Laboratory Manager of Halligan Hall,
with assistance from personnel from the Aeronautics Depart-
ment, SSAG, and TRW. The entire evolution was planned to




The entire evolution of unloading the satellite from
the transport vehicle, with the exception of crane opera-
tion, was to be accomplished by TRW personnel [Ref. 40]. The
Fort Ord crane operator would be directed by a TRW supervi-
sor [Ref. 26]. NPS Public Works Department was to provide
the forklift and tow truck with operators for unloading the
intermediate dolly and towing the satellite into Halligan
Hall [Ref. 57]. The lowering of the satellite into the lower
level was also to be done by TRW personnel, with NPS
Aeronautics Department personnel operating the bridge crane
under TRW supervision. The satellite was to be placed in




3. Setup and Operation
The connection and validation of the ground support
equipment was the responsibility of TRW as part of the
agreement with USAF/SSD to extend the FLTSATCOM contract.
This would be done with the assistance of SSAG staff person-
nel and was to be accomplished in the two days following
delivery of the ground support equipment
.
[Ref . 40; Ref. 58]
After delivery of the satellite, TRW was to connect
it and start operation. This was expected to occur the day
following satellite delivery, with assistance of SSAG staff
personnel. Once the satellite was operational, any remaining
time left in the TRW commitment to provide assistance in





1. Transport Vehicle Disposal
Upon removal of the satellite, TRW personnel were to
reassemble the transport vehicle using the crane and opera-
tor from Fort Ord. It would then be towed using the truck
from Three Way Van Lines to Fort Ord Property Disposal. NPS
Property Management was to ensure access through the East
Garrison Gate and the availability of forklifts at the
disposal site capable of lifting the transport vehicle off
the flatbed truck. NPS Security was responsible for
providing an escort for the wide load. The disposal of the
36
transport vehicle was scheduled to occur the same day as
satellite delivery to allow the earliest possible release of
TRW personnel and the towing truck. [Ref. 26; Ref . 50]
2. Restoration of Halligan Hall Equipment
The replacement of the section of fence removed to
allow movement of the satellite into the lower level was
scheduled to be done by the NPS Public Works Department the
day after satellite delivery. The crane stop was also to be




3. Completion of Donation Procedures
The transfer of custody of the donated equipment was
to occur between TRW supervisors and the NPS Foundation
Chairman upon delivery. Assessment of the value would be
provided by the SSAG to the NPS Foundation. The NPS Founda-
tion requested completion of this assessment within two
weeks following delivery. Bailment of the equipment to the
school would be the responsibility of the NPS Foundation; no
deadline for bailment was set. [Ref. 44]
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IV. PROJECT ACCOMPLISHMENT
In this chapter the accomplishment of the actions
explained in detail in the previous two chapters will be de-
scribed. The discussion will be limited to those items which
presented particular difficulty or required extensive
monitoring to ensure completion. For those items not specif-
ically addressed in this chapter, the preparations and
planning described previously were sufficient and the ac-
tions occurred as planned. This chapter will also briefly
describe the arrangements made to publicize the satellite
delivery and the establishment of the laboratory.
A. CRITIQUE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT
1 . Preparative Actions
The extensive coordination done to ensure facility
preparation, development of ground support equipment and
satellite unloading methods, and determining the method of
transporting the satellite has already been described. This
planning was essential to guarantee proper completion of all
tasks
.
The declassification of the satellite components
required particular attention due to the number of organiza-
tions involved in the process. Each responsible group had to
be separately briefed on the need for timely performance.
NPS and USAF/SSD personnel synchronized efforts to ensure
38
completion of these actions. The modification of the
FLTSATCOM contract to direct declassification was done in
conjunction with the extension of the contract expiration
date [Ref. 49].
TRW initially desired to deduct the cost of the
labor involved in transporting and setting up the satellite
as a charitable contribution. The NPS Foundation was unwill-
ing to provide certification to TRW regarding its tax exempt
status as a result. [Ref. 60] This complication was eliminat-
ed when TRW agreed to provide the labor in return for having
the FLTSATCOM contract extended to allow completion of the
arcjet testing [Ref. 40].
2. Delivery and Setup
The ground support equipment was delivered success-
fully as scheduled on 29 July 1990. The connection of the
ground support equipment was accomplished without any
problems. During the course of the hookup, TRW personnel
recommended the establishment of an earth ground to provide
equipment protection in the event of an electrical storm
[Ref. 61]. This action was accomplished by SSAG personnel.
The validation of the ground support equipment was
initially delayed by approximately six hours due to the
improper phase sequence of the input 440 volt electrical
power to the PDU . The NPS Public Works electrician who
performed the connection had done so correctly; the labeling
of the phase sequence in the circuit breaker panel was
39
incorrect. The sensitivity of the PDU to phase sequence was
known beforehand. This problem could have been averted by
actually measuring the phase sequence prior to connection.
Another more significant delay in ground support
equipment validation occurred when the IBM 1800/1801 main-
frame computer failed to initialize properly. TRW lacked
personnel with experience in troubleshooting this computer.
This was resolved by having NPS hire a technical expert
recommended by TRW. The technical expert repaired the prob-
lem, which was isolated to the card reader. This difficulty
delayed validation two days. The time required to issue the
contract to hire the technical expert was minimized through
advance preparation of the contract by the SSAG staff in
anticipation of such a problem.
The satellite itself was delivered on schedule on 1
August 1990 and was successfully started up on 3 August
1990. TRW personnel remained at NPS until 9 August providing
training to NPS personnel in operation of the satellite.
The donated equipment was assessed at a value of
$151,220 [Ref. 62]. This value was reached by using manufac-
turer prices for the cost of identical or similar equipment.
Appendix B provides the breakdown of the donated equipment's
assessed values. Bailment of the equipment to the school was
subsequently accomplished [Ref. 63],
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B. PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Part of this project involved publicizing the delivery
of the satellite. The objective for this was twofold: formal
recognition of the contributions made by the organizations
involved and advantageous publicity for the school.
The publicity for the delivery of the satellite and
establishment was coordinated through the NPS Public Affairs
Office, USAF/SSD Public Affairs Office, and TRW s Public
Relations Office. Coverage by the media was arranged to
occur during one specific period to allow full and equal
access by interested news organizations. This yielded very
positive results. A formal dedication ceremony was held
separately, during which the efforts of the key contributors
to the project were recognized.
C. CONCLUSION
This project resulted in a significant advancement in
the capability of NPS to educate students in space systems
by establishing the first university laboratory using an
operational satellite. The delivery of the FLTSATCOM quali-
fication model satellite has given NPS a unique opportunity




GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Equipment Wei ght( pounds) Voltage Amperage( 1
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(1) These currents exist under maximum design load.
(2) The power to the satellite is supplied from the Power
Console via the Inflight Jumper Simulator.
(3) The PDU current load is dependent on the demand of
the components it is supplying.









800 1 10 15
800 110 15
800 1 10 15
550 1 10 15
520 110 15
400 1 10 15
300 220 30
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EQUIPMENT DONATED BY TRW
APPENDIX B
Item Cost Estimate
Harrison Labs 6266A Power Supply
Harrison Labs 6267A Power Supply




Hewlett Packard 6267B Power Supply
Primary Monitor Control
DANA 5900 Digital Voltmeter
Intercom





















Phase Shift Keying Demodulator
Command Buffer
Digital Command Selector 4270
Battery Trickle Charger
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